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relational. Each of these foamats imposes certain restrictions
on the way in which information is represented and on the way in
which a user can add to, retrieve, or change the information
contained in the data base. This research tested the hypothesis
that the process of retrieving information from a data base is
aided by tailoring the format of the information in the data base
to the format of the information to be retrieved. The data showed
that performance, as measured by both speed and accuracy, was in
fact best when the format of fte data base matched the type of
information being retrieved Further, the results showed that
performance was influenced by prior exposure to a particular
information presentation format. Overall, the data from both
studies su~st the important rc*that the underlvirgcognitive
representation plays in determining performance,
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INTRODUCTION

For the past few years (14 JAN 85 - 30 JUN 1987), we have been

* concerned with the ways in which information can be represented in

software and in data bases. Specifically, we have been concerned with

the impact that different ways of structuring information has on

comprehension in these two arenas.

In th, software production arena, structure was imposed on prograas

through the application of program design methodologies in the dtsign

phase. Prograz design methodologies are techniques tlat providc

* strategies to pr_;rammcrs for struzturing solutions, with th, goal of

i7;rcying tte final program design. Orne fundamental difference among

these xrth3d:logies is tht ctitilion used to decompose the prcblec7 into

smaller units. The mthcdclogies basically vary in th, way and ext~nt

* to which modularization of the cod, is accomplished. On one end of

this dimension is in-line code, where all of the procedures are

contaln~d 1L, the main rcutint of the program. On the other end of the

dimension are techniques which attempt to hide data structure

* i7.i:lerntaticn dWtails and'or algorithm behavior fro7 the main process

as the basis for structuring the programs (such as object-oriented

design or Parnas' infor~ation-hiding technique). Falling in between

thes. two arc techniques which rely on functional structure alone as

* the basis for structuring the problem, su:h as functional

deco:.osition, or top-down design.

Using this diiernsior to classify methodlogies, we gentrated

*programs decomposed in each of thest ways. and evaluated the effects of

these decorositions on the madifiability of the resulting code.

In the data base arena, the focus of tht research was on tht impact

of structuring the information contained in a data base on the
retrievability of information fror that data base. While more and more

information is being stored in large data bases, the qucstion of how

best to format that information has not been studied exptrimintally.
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Most existing data bases are organized around one of three data

structures: hierarchical, network, and relational. Each of these

formats imposes certain restrictions on the way in which information is

represented and on the way in which a user can add to, retrieve, or

change the information contained in the data base. Specifically, data

bases are used to represent information about objects, qualities of

objects, and relationships among those objects. The three approaches

differ in the way they permit users to access and manipulate the

information ii, the data base. This, in turn, affects the format in

which the information can be presented to the user and can affect the

ease with which a user can come to undcrstand and use the information

in the data base to answer questions.

In a hierarchical system, objects are represented by their relative

position to other objects in the data base. Thus, any igven object can

only be fully understood when seen in context; that is, between its

superior and subordinate objects. Networks provide a more general

structure than hierarchies since networks allow objects to have

multi.ple superiors and subordinates. in this approach, relationships

are represented by pointers which direct the user to information

related to eac:h object. In both of these approaches, access to the

ob-E:ts occurs by following information through the structure, so

inform.ation must be retrieved following a sequenced path. The

* relational model is based on the matematical theory of relations. In

these models, objects and relationships are not differentiated, rather,

information is represented as sets of related objects, and their

relationships, eliminating the need for separate operations to

* man~ipulate objects and relationships.

While the impact of these approaches on the physical representation

of the data base and on the operations required to manipulate

0 information stored in the data base is fairly well-known and

understood, the impact on user understanding of the system has not been

considered or investigated. Psychological research on learning and

memory suggests that performance may be affected by the similarity

* between people's internal representations of information and the

-2-
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external presentation format of information. Our reseach tests the
hypothesis that the organization of the data base which best matches
the organizational style of the user and the informational requirements

* of the questions will lead to the best performance.

RESEARCH

* In this research program, we have completed two experiments. The
first examined the impact of structure on software maintainability
while the second examined the impact of structure on data base use.

* Software Research

In this experiment (Boehm-Davis, Holt, Schultz & Stanley, 1986),
professional and student programmers were provided with each of three

* problems and asked to make modifications to the code.

Programs were created using each of three design approaches:

straight serial structure (in-line code) , structure emphasizing
*functional units of the prograt. (functional decomposition), and

structure emphasizing larger object-oriented modules of the program

(object-oriented) . These program structures were used to write

programs for each of three problems. The problems involved a real-time

data base system (host-at-sea system) , a database with files (military

address system) , and a program constructing large linked-list data

structures (student transactions system) . Ease of maintenance for

these programs was examined by presenting programmers with either

simple or complex modifications to be made to the code and measuring

the amount of time required to make those modifications.

The object-oriented modularization was predicted to be Most

compatible with the users' internal representations of the software

problems posed and thus produce the best overall performance. A

further expectation was that increasing structure would increase ease

of modifiability. Thus, the in-line code should produce the worst

performance since it does not have any structure. Both functional

-3-
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decomposition and object-oriented design were predicted to lead to

superior performance.

These predictions were also ccasistent with the demands placed on

the programmers. The in-line code does not provide any structure to

the program; therefore, maintenance programmers will need to build a

cognitive structure as they read through and try to comprehend the

*program. The functional decomposition will outline nodules for each

function and hence provide a starting structure to programmers;

however, the programmers will be required to redefine and integrate

these functions into the real-world specifications for the problem,

* which will require some additional tire for program comprehension. The

object-oriented code provides one module for each real-world object, or

design decision, in the system. The data and functions associated with

that object are already integrated in each nodule. This representation

* scheme should allow for direct translation to the specifications, and

thus, should lead to maximum performance. However, a there was a

possibility that the integration of both data and functions within a

module would lead to enough increased complexity to offset the benefits

* that should accrue from increased structure. These hypotheses were

tested in this research.

Data Base Research

In this experiment (Boehm-Davis, Holt, Koll, Yastrop, & Peters, in

press) , the effects of three different data base formats 'on the

information retrieval performance of users was examined: graphical,

tabular, and verbal forms of two data base domains (airline and

thesaurus) . Questions were formulated that required users to search

through the data base to determine the correct response. Questions

were designed to emphasize three types of information: graphical,

tabular, and verbal. Performance was examined by measuring the amount

of time required to answer the questions and by the proportion of

questions answered correctly. In addition, the participants filled out

a questionnaire which asked for demographic information and subjective

reactions to the different data base formats. The prediction was that

0 -4-



performance would be maximized, both in t-rms of speed and accuracy,

when the physical format of the data base matched the type of

information that the question emphasized.

CONCLUSIONS

Software Research

The data provided by this research allowed us to make several

interesting observations about the role that structure plays in

determining modification performance. They also provide insights into

* the similarities and differences between student and professional

programmers.

The completion-time data suggest that modification performance is

*influenced by an interaction between the structure of the problem and

the type of problem presented. This interaction was only statistically

significant for the student programmer group, but the pattern of

results was similar for the two groups of programmers. The major

differences between the two groups were in solution speed and in the

effect of the object-oriented structure on the difficulty of the

host-at-sea buoy system. The professional programmers modified the

military address and student-transaction list systems faster than the

student programmers, but modified the host-at-sea buoy system in

approximately the same amount of time as the student programmers.

While the object-oriented version of the host-at-sea buoy system

required significantly more time to modify than the other versions of

40 that problem for both groups, the effect was much more pronounced for

the student programmers.

For both groups, substantially less completion tine was observed

for the simple modifications. This difference between simple and

complex modifications was also reflected in significant differences in

the number of editor transactions for both groups of programmers and

for the number of editor sessions, chunks, and relations recalled for

the professional programmers. This confirms that the complex



modifications were indeed more difficult than the simple

modifications. The complex modifications required changes in several

locations of the code while our simple modifications required changes

* in only one location in the code.

For the student programmers, ease of modification also interacted

with problem structure. This interaction revealed that for the simple

*modifications, problem structure did not influence ease of

modification. For the complex modifications, the functionally

decomposed code was easiest to modify, the in-line code was slightly

more difficult to modify, and the object-oriented code was most

*difficult to modify. This suggests that structure, pe Se, is not as

important as the particular type of structure.

For both groups of programmers, there was a significant difference

* in the completion tines and number of editor transactions required to

modify the three systems. In all cases, the military-address system

was the easiest, while the student-transaction list and host-at-sea

buoy systems were roughly equal in difficulty, and more difficult than

the military-address system.

We again find significant differences between student and

professional programmers when we examine the impact of program design

on the cognitive representations formed. The mental models of the

professionals were primarily affected by the difficulty of the assigned

modification, while the mental models of the students were primarily

affected by the structure and content of the programs. This nay

indicate that the professionals are better at getting at the kernel of

the task to be performed and are less influenced by "peripheral"

aspects of the programming* task such as the surface structure of the

program or the content of the program.

4P Overall, the data suggest that problem structure, problem type, and

ease of modification affect performance. The data suggest that the

pattern of results is similar for professional and student programmers;

however, the extent of each condition depends on the group to which the

-6-



programmer belongs. That is, professionals are less influenced by

different program structures and contents than are students. This is

not surprising given the profiles of the two groups. Students averaged

* 0.2 year of experience (with a range of 0 - 1 year) while professionals

averaged 3.5 years (with a range of 1.5 - 12 years). The professionals

were familiar with slightly more programming languages and operating

systems while both groups were familiar with approximately the same

*number of program design methodologies. Both groups of programmers

reported that they relied on the same pieces of documentation, which

suggests qualitative similarities in their strategies for solving

problems.

Increasing program structure did not lead to a significant increase

in ease of modifiability. The functionally-decomposed code was the

easiest to modify, while the in-line code was slightly more difficult,

o and the object-oriented code was even more difficrit. An examination

of the reports from the participants after they had completed the

experiment suggested a trade-off between program structure and ease of

modifiability. The object-oriented code was the most modularized so

that this program structure required more passing of information from

module to module. It would appear that the cognitive demands required

to keep track of information is greater than its reduction by the

increased modularity.

0 The notion of cognitive demand as a determinant of performance is

supported by the relationship between cognitive representations and

modification performance. In this research, we found that differences

in cognitive representation seemed to be mirrored in differences in

Smodification performance. That is, no differences were found between

the cognitive representations of professional programmers as a function

of program design and there were similarly no performance differences.

For student programmers, differences in both cognitive representations

and modification performance were found as a function of program design

and content.
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These data suggest that when a program design leads to a different

cognitive representation, it will also lead to performance differenes

in modifying that program. The data also show that professional

* programmers were less sensitive to design changes. This suggests that

a relevant part of student programmer training might be training in

concentrating on the essential data structures and processes in the

program rather than on the superficial form of the program. This is a

* quite different emphasis than emphasizing a particular "true" route to

constructing a program, such as those suggested by advocates of

prograr. design methodologies.

* Data Base Research

The results from the second study provided a number of interesting

insights into the impact of data base format on the ability to retrieve

information from that data base. Most importantly, the data supported

the hypothesis that the information retrieval process is aided by

tailoring the format of the information in the data base to the format

of the information to be retrieved. Performance, as measured both by

speed time and by accuracy, was best when the format of the data base

matched the type of information to be retrieved.

In addition, a number of other observations about the effects of

structure could be drawn from the results. The participants were able

to retrieve information significantly more quickly and with fewer

errors when using the airline data base than when using the thesaurus

data base. The main effect of data-base format, collapsed across the

two data-base domains, suggested that questions were significantly more
0 quickly answered using the graphical format than with either the verbal

or tabular formats. The main effect for question type suggested that

tabular questions were answered significantly more quickly than verbal

questions, and these were both answered significantly more quickly than

graphical questions. In terms of the percent correct, the main effect

of data base format suggests that participants using the verbal format

answered a significantly higher proportion of questions correctly than

participants using either the tabular or graphical formats. Also in



terms of percent correct, the tabular and verbal questions hada
significantly higher overall proportion correct than the graphical
questions.

After being shown each of the three data base formats, the
participants were asked to rate how much they liked each format and how
easy it was to answer questions from each format. Those participants

* who worked with either the verbal or tabular formats Expressed equal
preferences for the verbal and tabular formats, and they significantly
preferred both of these to the graphical format. Participants who
worked with the graphical data base format also expressed equal

*preferences for the verbal and tabular formats. However, these

participants significantly preferred the graphical format over the

other two formats. This suggests that people have a tendency to prefer

the format they worked with during the experiment.

This influence did not extend to a more general measure of format

*preference. Before being shown all three formats of the data base, the

participants were asked which information format they generally

*prefer. The format of the data base they worked with did not have a

significant influence on this more general preference rating.

The data indicate that while pre-existing preferences for

information display format play a role in performance, experience with

an alternate form of representation can lead to changes in preference.

This suggests that rapid prototyping could be an important tool in

specifying system requirements. A customer unfamiliar with a

potentially useful information display format could gain experience

with the new format through an early prototype and then choose a more

appropriate format for the final system.

General Conclusions

The results from both studies suggest that structure plays an

important role in determining performance when people try to understand

either software or data bases. In software mofification, problem,

I9



structure, type of problem. and type of modification affect

miodification performance for student and professional programners.

Further, the data suggested that when a prograz design leads to a

different cogrntivt re~rtstnrtation, it will also lead to ptrformance

differenes in :cdifying that program.

T., data alsz shcwell that prcfessional prigrarers wcrc less

sens:tI. to des:gn changes. This suggests that a relevant part c f

st drt prc;ra:7mr tra nng might t training in c:ncentrating or, the

esscr.tal data strictures and processes in the program rather than on

%h su; r .a fcrm of the program. This is a quite difftrent

e7;hasis than e-phas:ing a particular "true" route to ccr.structing a

prDgra7, s-:h as those su.ggstcd by advocates cf program design

* :etho li;1es The rzptrtancc of talr1rng thc format of the

i rrmation in a data base to the format of tht inforration to be

o r trie;:d was shown. Results from this latter work showed that both

tprformr.ce and prtference are ir.fluenced by prior exposure to a

;articz;lar informtation presentation format. Ovrall, the data fror.

*, both studiEs suggest th, important role that the underlying cogniti,.e

rEpresentation plays :n determining perfor'ance.

0.
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